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Margie Says:
I’m so glad to hear someone say they
are tired of using so much black. I
love black, but it is not the only way
to get other colors to pop.
Here are two of the best ways to
make a color stand out within a
palette: surround it with it’s direct and
indirect complements; or surround
it with less saturated, more muted
colors. If you surround your feature
color with it’s complement in less
saturated tones then you’ll be using
both of these principles simultaneously.

Q: I know that if I want a
color/s to pop to use black.
But I am tired of using
black in everything. I see
others using some ‘far out’
color that to me does not
go with anything. But once
they get the piece started
and use that ‘far out’ color,
their other colors pop. Help!
I want to be able to do the
same thing. -Kathie Condon

Blue and orange are
complementary colors.
In the illustration to the
left I’ve surrounded the
saturated blue discs
with a range of muted
oranges. The use of
complements, especially less saturated,
muted complements,
causes the blue to pop.
Varied saturations of a complementary harmonies add
texture, depth and intrigue to a color palette.
Proportions are important to consider as well. Notice
I’ve used far more
of the muted orange
tones, and just a whiff
of saturated blue.
This asymmetrical
proportion brings more
attention to the pure
saturated color, in this
case, the blue.

Beverly Ash Gilbert

Beverly Says:
There are so many ways to make
a color pop! True, high contrast
grabs our eye, which is why bright
colors against black do pop. But so
does using a complementary color
(red against green), or a color triad
(orange, purple, green) etc. Many
people rely on the tried and true
color harmonies to create exciting
color palettes (EYE FOR COLOR
includes the most common color
harmonies).
You can also make a monochromatic color scheme glow by including
deep shadows (not necessarily
black) and
highlights
(not necessarily white)
of the base
color. Nature
does this
with stunning
results.

Take a peek
at this red
rose dripping
with rain… red is played against it’s complement of
green and both colors have shades from dark to light.
At the same time the red color
family is expanded to include
orange red and a bit of purple red
in the shadows. This gradation of
colors from light to dark makes
the colors pop every bit as much
as if you used black!
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Q: Could you explain
the proportions of color
used in a color scheme
using examples for
complementary and
split complementary.
-Sue Dulle

Beverly Says:
Color proportions can make such a difference… but there is no right or wrong.
It is simply what look or mood you would like to create.
Take into consideration that ‘warmer colors’ (Yellow, Orange, Red) have more
visual impact than the receding ‘cooler’ colors of Green, Blue and Violet. So to
create a palette that appears to have an equal mix of complementary colors,
you would need to include more of the cool color. Here is an example of a very
bright (near complementary) Bead Soup mix, “Citrus Twist” that appears to
include an equal mix of colors. Actually, the balance of Green and Pink was
achieved by mixing 3 parts of a monochromatic green bead soup (“Grass is
Always Greener”) to 1 part pink/orange bead soup (“Tropical Punch”). For
photos of each of these see my Bead Soup Collection.

Conversely, the following street scene in Nijmegen, Netherlands is captivating
because of the heavy use of pink with just a hint of aqua (split complementary).
I love the way the grey sets off the pastel colors, but an equally lovely palette can
be obtained by covering the grey with your hand leaving mostly shades of warm
pink with a hint of aqua.
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Q: Could you explain
the proportions of color
used in a color scheme
using examples for
complementary and
split complementary.
-Sue Dulle

Margie Says:
Proportions are most critical when
using colors that are most unlike
each other. The opposite is true:
when using colors that are very
similar–those sitting next to each
other on the color wheel–proportions
are not critical. Turquoise is so like
green that they sing beautifully
together in any proportion. But the
further away two colors are from
each other on the color wheel,
the more unlike one another they
become.
Complementary colors sit opposite
one another on the wheel. A
complementary harmony provides
the most contrast in hue possible;
its colors sit furthest apart from each
other on the wheel. Red is less like
green than any other color. As you
move away from red toward green,
the colors are more similar to green,
and therefore provide less contrast.
Complementary relationships
are the most dynamic of all hue
contrasts. Successful combinations
depend on getting the proportions right. The smallest, tingling
accent of a complementary color

can suscitate the weakest color
scheme. Too much of one or both
complementary colors can collide
and pulsate uncomfortably.
Two factors determine the force of
a pure color: it’s brilliance and its
extent (the area it occupies, or the
amount visible).
Goethe assigned numerical light
values to pure colors to determine
a visually harmonious proportion
based on these two factors. For
example: yellow is 3 times as
strong as its complement, violet.
Therefore, to create a harmonious
balance, in theory yellow should
occupy one-third as much area
as violet-blue. The color bars
below show these proportionally
harmonious relationships. (The
complementary pairs are those of
the ink based color wheel in which
Cyan, Magenta, and Yellow are the
primaries rather than Blue, Red,
and Yellow...see page 4). What
Goethe came up with is a good
starting point to consider when
determining proportions. But it is
not a rule. Beverly is right on (page
2) when she said “there is no right
or wrong. It is simply what look or
mood you would like to create.”

YELLOW / VIOLET-BLUE
1/4 : 3/4

RED / CYAN
1/3 : 2/3

Use the diagrams
to the left to inspire
your choice of
proportions when
using complementary
colors.
Split-Complementary
Schemes
Split-complementary
schemes are similar
to complementary
schemes in that they
employ very dissimilar
colors. So begin your
exploration of their
proportional impact
using the same
principles outlined
above.

MAGENTA / GREEN
1/2 : 1/2
© 2011 Margie Deeb and Bevery Ash Gilbert. Some rights reserved.
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Because orange is
more brilliant than
blue, I designed this
composition so that
orange occupies
less space than the
blue. I want the
orange dahlia to be
a focal point, but
not overwhelm the
entire piece.
Blazing Dahlia
Margie Deeb
Delica seed beads

The 6 complementary pairs
on the ink wheel (in which
Cyan, Magenta, and Yellow
are the primaries).
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Q: I was looking for tips
on being able to match
colors in nature in beading, fiber work (knitting
or crocheting) and even
photography. I sometimes try to take pictures
of large fields of grass
for example, mostly gold
colored and some green
so I can do something
with those colors in the
above media and I never
get close enough. -Nancy

Beverly Says:
You aren’t the only one to find it difficult to translate a gorgeous scene in nature
into a successful color palette. Often the result seems flat and uninteresting.
The key is to look closely at ALL of the color variations in the scene. What our
eye interprets as golden grass, is actually a wide spectrum of golds, and may
even include other colors not immediately apparent. It takes time and practice
to train our eye to notice the dark shadows, bright highlights and subtle
colorations which are in fact the very nuances that make it so stunning! As a
photographer you are used to zeroing in on an object and therefore have a
head start…
It takes me a number of steps to go from a scene in nature to a color palette.
Here is an example using a photo of golden grasses that captivated me one
morning – the sun catching tiny crystal of frost on each blade. (The following
photos and descriptions are an excerpt from my eBook: Dip Into Color).

Kvorka

1. Define Palette
First, I will define the palette by identifying all of the different nuances of
color – the deep shadows, bright sparkling highlights, gold that leans to
yellow and gold that leans to red, then I will take it a few steps further by
analyzing and enhancing to suit my tastes.
The following swatch is created in Photoshop by ‘picking’ out colors directly
from the photo. If you don’t have Photoshop, you can match colors in the
free on-line program: Kuler, or use paint swatches, color wheels, fabric,
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bead tubes or any other medium that will allow you
to visualize each individual color.
Don’t forget the ‘background’ colors, notice the deep
greyed green in the shadows and the bright golden
sparkles – these are the colors that make the main
colors pop. In fact sometimes it is the background
that creates the best color palette.
2. Define Color Relationship
What color relationship does the palette fall into?
In this case it could be defined by a split complementary or analogous on the Warm Dark Earthtone*
wheel. In fact, I think it is an analogous relationship
that extends beyond the confines of the analogous
template to encompass more red-golds and greengolds. (*Color wheels and templates are from the
family of EYE FOR COLOR color wheel system)

3. Analyze the initial palette
Now it is time to analyze what you have: Do you like
it or dislike it? Why? How does it make you feel: is
it yummy or bland? Exciting or dull? Is it missing
something?
Everyone’s answer to these questions will be different.
If you think it is a little dull then adding more colors
will make it pop.
4. Tweak to a unique palette
Just for fun, I am going to expand on the split complementary by adding dusty blue (a bit of sky?). I’d also
like to see what happens if I lighten and add grey to
the greens. Finally I will take out the black and white
because I think the pale yellow and dark brown give it
enough texture and movement.

I still like the original palette of browns, but now have even more choices!
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Q: I was looking for tips
on being able to match
colors in nature in beading, fiber work (knitting
or crocheting) and even
photography. I sometimes try to take pictures
of large fields of grass
for example, mostly gold
colored and some green
so I can do something
with those colors in the
above media and I never
get close enough.
-Nancy Kvorka

Margie Says:
This is an issue for everyone. Rarely does the
beauty of a color scheme in nature translate as
beautifully to beads. Sometimes copying the
colors as you see them works: follow the proportions and you have a winning, ready-made
palette.
But it’s rarely that simple. Working in beads, a
premixed medium with a limited range of colors,
you won’t be able to match the colors exactly as
you see them. You must make adjustments to
hue, value, intensity, and luminosity.
Here’s one of the methods I use. This is an
excerpt from Chapter 1 of The Beader’s Color
Palette.
Select the Main Colors
First you need to determine the overriding colors
you’ll be working with. If it’s a very busy image
or one containing many colors, squint your eyes,
letting details blur, so you can recognize main
masses of color.
Working with the photo of trees in the mist
(above), its easy to determine the four main color families without squinting. In the sky we see

light pinks and orange-yellows; in the earth we see
dark yellow-greens leaning
toward brown; and the silhouetted trees and fence
are a rich warm brown.
(Use whatever medium
you prefer to work out the
colors before beginning
your final project. You
can spread out tubes of
beads, swatches of colored paper, use markers
and pencils, or work on a
computer.)
Now zero in on color nuances. The sky presents countless
shades. The smooth gradation begins with a pinkish lavender
at the top then gradates to light pink. The palest pink slides into
a white and then into a shimmering yellow in the bottom half
on the right. There are many shades of brown and green in the
grass.
Too many dissimilar colors within a palette become visually confusing, so I limit my selection to eight or less.(The more similar
the hues, the more can be used without resulting in chaos.) I
can add more later if I choose. Here are the four main colors
alongside four additional tones that I find the most powerful in
the photo.

This palette, though accurate, doesn’t speak to me like the
colors in the photo. Time for tweaking.
Re-examine the Image and Tweak
Let’s revisit the photo to determine what makes the color
scheme sublime. Note the graceful movement of color within
the gradations. Pinkish lavender shifts imperceptibly into a
more pure pink, which slides into pale pink, then into white,
and into yellow, and so on. By simply using a few of the colors in those gradations I can’t achieve the elegant movement
inherent in the gradation. I am limited by my medium of beads.
Unless I’m weaving many rows of seed beads into a tapestry of
gradations, I accept that this graceful movement of color will not
be part of my final piece.
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Part of the beauty of the color scheme in this photo
is the appearance of luminosity. In part, this is a
result of the gradations. But more, it is a result of
the colors’ lightness and darkness in relation to each
other. And looking at the orange and yellow I’ve
pulled from the photo, I see they don’t look as bright
as they do in the photo. So I’ll choose to lighten
them.
The green from the photo is quite dark and very
brown. I may choose to use a deep green for an
accent, but I will achieve more luminosity if I lighten
and brighten the green as well.

Proportions
Another factor that makes this photo beautiful is the
proportions of colors, the amount of each color relative to the other. I like to experiment with the proportions, changing the dominant, secondary, and accent
colors until I arrive at proportions that feel balanced

and whole. Determining that balance takes a leap of faith.
Trust yourself if you are new at it. Look at the proportions
several times, returning to them after a few minutes or
hours, and from different angles. Go with what feels and
looks right.
Look how different the 4 palettes on the left look when I
change the dominant color or dominant color family.
This exercise confirms that I want to choose the lavenderpink family for the dominant color, as in the photo. While
the other proportions work, lavender-pinks are what makes
the palette so unusual. So I want to emphasize them. Notice that although the photo contains white, I’ve omitted it.
I think the pale pink will have more impact being the lightest color. I’ve reduced the amount of green and brown so
they become accents, thus giving the lavender-pinks more
voice. Here is my final palette in relative proportions:

Choose Your Materials
From what I’ve learned with the flat color swatches, I’ve
selected a possible bead palette. Even though there’s
no true lavender in the photo’s color scheme, lavender
(in the form of light amethyst) works beautifully with the
beads I’ve chosen. So I’ll stray from the original palette and
include it. I’ve also included a couple of yellow possibilities,
one transparent and one opaque. Peridot is a light yellowgreen, and nothing like it appears in the photo. But I see
how well it contrasts and harmonizes with the other beads,
so I’ve invited it to join the palette. Because beads and
gemstones are not the exact colors of the flat swatches, I
will continue experimenting with proportions, just as I did
with the color swatches. I’ll also consider how the different
finishes interact with each other.
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Margie Says:

Q: What ‘color nut’ thought
up all the color names
and what is the definitive
resource for those names?

Marketing departments for
manufacturers of the product–be it
car, paint, or lipstick–dream up color
-Candace
names. Some, like nail polish and
car manufacturers, choose color
names that reflect current events
and culture. Color names are a form of advertising,
whose goal is to entice consumers to find the product
irresistable.

To remember a semblance of the hue, consumers need
logical, mainstream names. So it’s frustrating to come
upon abstract color names that give no visual clues as to
color.
However, I have a pechant for the silly and the ridiculous,
so I enjoy crazy color names: the more imaginative the
better. No, they aren’t helpful or practical, but they are
really fun and make me smile.
Nail polish manufacturer OPI has pushed the color
naming bounds more than anyone, and I applaud their
creativity. Some names that tickle me: Come to Poppy,
Uh-Oh Roll Down the Window, Sparrow Me the Drama,
Mermaids Tears, Don’t Socra-Tease Me, I’m Not Really
a Waitress, Cosmo-Not Tonight Honey, and I’m Suzi and
I’m a Chocoholic. A friend just sent me a glow-in-thedark green named Zom-body
To Love. They even have
a nail polish color called
Who Comes Up With These
Names? Consumers want to
buy these colors to be cool.
Some names are not evocative, and confuse rather than
delight me. Farrow & Ball’s
2011 color line includes
“Mizzy,” “Charlotte’s Locks,”
and “Plummett.” Your guess
is as good as mine as to what
hue these colors resemble.

(Hint: “Plummett” is named after
the lead weight used to sink a
fishing line.)
I enjoy names that make me curious
about the originator’s experiences,
like Behr’s paint “Grandma’s Refrigerator” and “Puppy Paws.”

I do have standards when it comes
to whacky color names. I draw the line at gross names
like Dead Salmon and Scab or the Behr paint Atomic
Vomit Green. Though creative, they offend my senses: I
can smell and taste images those color names conjure.
Not fun.
Candace, there is no definitive resource for color names.

Beverly Says:
Good question – it’s all about marketing! Color names as
portrayed in fashion and interior décor are ‘defined’ by
those setting the trends and created to entice buyers…
eg. Pantone etc. They know that ‘Leaf’ will sell more
readily than ‘light yellow green’. But what in the world is
‘Leaf’?

Since there are so many variations of green in leaves, it
is more descriptive to define (at least initially) the color
by it’s family name ‘Green-Yellow, Green, dark GreenBlue etc. Only after one has a good feel for where the
colors come from, does it makes sense to use the more
seductive names of Leaf, Moss, or Sage!
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Inspiration

Using the same inspiration. Margie and Beverly have designed two palettes each: one simple, and
one extended. Proportions, including suggested dominant and accent colors, are shown in the
palette itself. Delica numbers are included for reference.

Beverly’s
Palettes:
Note how deep blues flow
effortlessly into purple then into
warm pinks. I am drawn to the rich
coppery undertones in the veins and
underside of the petals.

ColorNote: You don’t need to
use every color in the palette
– see what happens if you
cover some of the swatches.
Since they all have warm,
pastel undertones, they look
lovely together. So many
different looks depending on
which colors you decide to
emphasize!

Palette 1:
I decided to focus on the warm, pastel hues, bump
up the coppery tones and take out the pinks. The
result is a split complementary. As you can see,
green would be a wonderful addition, (it is present
in the hydrangea itself of course, and is slightly
visible in the photo if you look closely into the
shadows).

Palette 2:
I added back warm pinks and took out the blues
for a more analogous range of colors. This time I
added some heathered greens to create a whole
new look.
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Inspiration

Using the same inspiration. Margie and Beverly have designed two palettes each: one simple, and
one extended. Proportions, including suggested dominant and accent colors, are shown in the
palette itself. Delica numbers are included for reference.

Margie’s
Palettes:
In the simple, 3-color palette, purple
acts as an intriguing dominant,
violet-blue a secondary, and a
softened yellow-orange as accent.
I toned down the yellow from the
yellow in the photo, making this
palette less garrish than it would
have been with yellow at its full,
lemony, unsaturated strength.

This more complex, 6-color palette
is an extension of the above palette,
with the addition of a robust lavender, pink and a soft orange. This
spans a relatively analogous range of
hues on the ink color wheel.

lavender pink orange
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About Margie Deeb

Artist, designer, author, musician, and color expert Margie Deeb is the
first to publish color information specifically addressing the challenges
presented by glass beads. Her books include the popular The Beader’s
Guide to Color and The Beader’s Color Palette, which the Library
Journal voted the Best Craft How-To book of 2009. Margie discussed
her approach to color on a 2008 episode of the PBS TV show “Beads,
Baubles and Jewels.”
Margie conducts color courses for artists, interior designers, and
beaders throughout the US. She teaches online classes in at CraftEdu.
Her art is featured in galleries across the country and in many books.
Twice a year she publishes the invaluable, seasonal Color Report for
Bead & Jewelry Designers, in conjunction with Pantone® the world’s
global color authority.
Her articles have appeared in Bead & Button and Beadwork magazines,
and she writes a regular color column in Step-by-Step Beads and for
the Softflex website. She publishes a free monthly color and design
column called Margie’s Muse. She is a contributing artist in many
books and compilations including Beading Across America.
Become a fan on Facebook, or visit Margie’s website for her online
classes, books, kits, jewelry, inspiration, and more:

www.MARGIEDEEB.COM
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About Beverly Ash Gilbert

Beverly Ash Gilbert is a free-form bead artist who loves
playing with color and pushing the boundaries of her
creativity. She thrives on sharing what she has learned
and helping student’s blast through their own creative
boundaries. She teachers workshops across the US and
shares her beadwork and photography know-how with all
that want to learn.
Beverly created numerous palettes in her popular
Bead Soup Collection and has written two very colorful
books: Eye For Color: Interchangeable Templates and
Color Wheel System, and Beaded Colorways: Creating
Freeform Beadweaving Projects and Palletes. She has
just published a new eBook: Dip Into Color and is a
contributing artist in: Beading Across America and Best
of America - Jewelry Artists, Vol 2.
Become a fan on Facebook, or visit Beverly’s website for
her beads, books, color wheels, inspiration, and more:

GilbertDesigns.net

www.
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GilbertDesigns.net
For colorful conversation, inspiration
and more…
Join Beverly’s mailing list:
jewelry@gilbertdesigns.net
Follow Beverly’s blog:
Beverlygilbert.blogspot.com
Become a facebook fan:
BeverlyAshGilbert

No matter your expertise, the Eye For Color system will help you explore new color
combinations and enhance those you already know and love. This easy-to-use tool
allows you to isolate color relationships with two beautiful color wheels and six snaptogether interchangeable templates. Use these tools to visualize a wide range of tones
that blend beautifully together, and isolate the accents that will jazz up your palette. Get
inspired by the gorgeous color vignettes inside, then apply these color combinations
to your own projects. EYE FOR COLOR makes a great home and studio companion for
bead artists, home decorators, interior designers, gardeners and anyone who enjoys
working with color!

In Beaded Colorways I take you along with me on my journey from inspiration... to color
relationship... to bead soup palette... to freeform expression in beads!
Working with color is exhilarating and what better way to play with color than in making
bead soups and incorporating them in freeform beadweaving projects? Just as a painter
mixes different pigments on her palette, you will learn how to make bead soups with
depth and movement. I will show you how I go from color inspirations to defining
the color relationship using the color wheels and templates included in the back of
the book, to creating a palette of beads. The numerous freeform projects in Beaded
Colorways will give you countless ways to use these beautiful mixes including color flow
techniques that will show you how to seamlessly blend from one color to the next.

Dip Into Color – an eBook
Do you love color? Yearn to use it in new and different ways? Then come along and dip
your fingers into the world of color. We will journey together from inspiration through the
various iterations of creating a personal palette. Along the way we will learn the basic
language of color in easy-to-visualize steps and understand the importance of color
attributes such as ‘value’, ‘undertones’ and ‘transitions’ when pulling colors together.
Follow along as we use powerful tools to define then enhance our color palette.
Get ready to fall in love with color again and again! But watch out – you may find that a
little dip just isn’t enough!
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MARGIEDEEB.COM
The Bead Artists’ Complete Source for Color Mastery

The Beader’s Color Palette:
20 Creative Projects and
220 Inspired Combinations for
Beaded and Gemstone Jewelry
Gather from history, culture, and
our planet to create stunning color
schemes for beaded creations. (Paperback, 192 pages)
$24.95 US Dollars

The only book of its kind written specifically for
bead artists, The Beader’s Guide to Color teaches
beaders of all levels everything they need to know
about color to create unique and vibrant beadwork designs. Margie discusses psychological and
symbolic color associations, and ways in which
color can be used to create and accentuate pattern,
rhythm, and movement. 21 color schemes are described and illustrated in detail with accompanying
projects for all skill levels. (Paperback, 144 pages)

Keep in touch with
Margie, her publications,
events, and classes:

Margie’s Blog:
colorforbeadartists.com

$21.95 US Dollars

Beading Her Image illustrates the power and
beauty of the feminine in 15 seed bead patterns for
peyote, brick, square stitch, and loomwork. Women
from a wide range of times and cultures are woven
into tapestries, necklaces, and bracelets. The stunning and gorgeous color palettes that artist Margie
Deeb is known for adorn each piece.
Includes loom building instructions, finishing split
loom necklace instructions, and peyote, brick, and
looming instructions. (Paperback, 44 pages)
$19.95 US Dollars

Out On A Loom is a creative journey through color,
design, and form for the beginning to intermediate
level seed bead artist.
The soft cover book features 32 full-color pages of
detailed instructions, patterns, illustrations, and
diagrams for creating loom woven bracelets, minitapestries and split loom necklaces. Professional
and creative finishing techniques are provided so
each finished project can be a work of art.
(Paperback, 36 pages)

Join Margie’s color coterie:
margiedeeb.com/newsletter

$19.95 US Dollars
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Beautiful Color Never Goes Out Of Style
Twice a year Margie publishes
the seasonal Color Report for
Bead & Jewelry
Designers based on Pantone’s
10 colors of the season. This
report is full of...
• Ideas
• Inspiration from today’s leading bead artists

Download the
Fall/Winter 2011 PDF

Download the
Spring/Summer 2011 PDF

Download the
Fall/Winter 2010 PDF

Download the
Spring/Summer 2010 PDF

Download the
Fall/Winter 2009 PDF

Download the
Spring/Summer 2009 PDF

• Delica, Swarovski, and Gemstone References
• Color palettes
• Color harmony tips
In the suggested palettes section of
each page, I reference Pantone colors
from previous Color Reports (and give
the specific issue). You can find the
corresponding Swarovski and Delica
numbers in the previous issues,
along with suggested gemstones that
represent each color. These issues
will always be available online so that
you’ll have the resources you need to
continue creating great color schemes
Responses to Margie’s Color Report for Bead &
Jewelry Designers:
“I really like the color report - particularly because there are colors that I probably would not
have considered or noticed and this gives new
directions to travel. I also REALLY appreciated
the listing of the gemstones.”
- Kathy L.
“Very helpful. I tend to work in certain palettes
over and over again, but seeing a different palette helps me move out of my comfort zone.”
- Susan K.

Download the
Fall/Winter 2008 PDF
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Download the
Spring/Summer 2008 PDF
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